Abstract. Given the Fourier coefficients of an even continuous function, we find a necessary and sufficient condition such that their arithmetic means are the Fourier coefficients of an odd continuous function. A similar result is shown for those Lipschitz classes whose elements are automatically equivalent to continuous functions. 
=* THfc G AJ. In this paper we, consider the case 0 < l/p < a < 1, and show that if/ G Apa, then 2?=1a" = 0** THfc e A"a.
All the notations, unless otherwise mentioned, are taken from [9] . Every function is supposed to be defined a.e., periodic with period 27r and integrate on [ -77 , tt]. We shall not distinguish between equivalent functions. Given a function/ by/(f) we would mean limn_>00an(/;/)-whenever it exists. For convenience we shall write the Lipschitz classes Apa and Aa as A(a,/>) and Aid), respectively.
Definition. For/ and / GL1, we define Fj/as the function representing the Fourier series 2^=1[5n(0; /)/«]sin nt.
We can easily check the following:
(ii) For 0<a<l<p<co and ap ¥= 1, TJC E Aia,p)^THfc E Aia,p). (ii) Using Corollary 2.1 of [8] , we can also show that/ G A(l, 1) => Tsf G A(l, 1). But the corresponding statement for the class A(l/p,p), where/? > 1, is not true as can be seen by taking /~2^=1(cos nx)/n. Imposing the condition |o"/(0)| = 0(1), and using the above technique, one can prove that / G A(l/p,p) implies TJ G A(\/p,p).
